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Chemotherapy and information-seeking behaviour:
characteristics of patients using mass-media information
sources
LINDA D. MUUSSES1,2,*, JULIA C.M. VAN WEERT1, SANDRA VAN DULMEN3, JESSE JANSEN4,5
Objective: Fulfilling patients' information needs can help them cope with illness and improve
their well-being. Little research has been conducted on the characteristics of patients using
different information sources. This study aims to get insight into which information sources
patients receiving chemotherapy for the first time use and which factors (background
characteristics, psychological factors, information needs and source reliability) explain the use
of different mass-media information sources.
Methods: Three hundred forty-five patients receiving chemotherapy in ten hospitals in the
Netherlands completed a questionnaire. Use of 16 sources (mass-media and interpersonal) was
measured with a five-point Likert scale. Regression analyses were conducted to test whether
use of the three most frequently used mass-media sources could be explained by sociodemographic, medical and psychological factors, unfulfilled information needs and perceived
reliability of the source.
Results: Treatment guide, brochures and Internet were the most frequently used mass-media
sources. Medical specialists, nurses, and family and/or friends were the most common
interpersonal sources. Using the treatment guide was found to be associated with treatment
goal, unfulfilled information needs and source reliability. Using brochures was associated with
cancer-related stress responses, coping style and source reliability. Using Internet was
associated with age, education, coping style and source reliability.
Conclusions: This study developed a model to explain the use of mass-media information
sources by patients with cancer receiving chemotherapy. The use of different information
sources is associated with different factors, indicating that each source offers specific
opportunities to tailor information to the patient's needs.
INTRODUCTION
Undergoing chemotherapy (CT) is a stressful life experience [1]. Receiving appropriate information has
been associated with better coping and improved well-being among patients with cancer [2, 3]. However,
patients often report dissatisfaction with the degree to which their information needs are met by their health
care professionals [3, 4, 5, 6], and increasing number of patients are searching for health information from
other sources, both interpersonal (e.g. pharmacist, family or friends) and mass media (e.g. brochures and
the Internet) [7, 8]. Seeking detailed information on cancer issues can help patients adjust to their situation
[3] and can be part of their coping behaviour [9].
Although information-seeking behaviour in general has been studied before, as well as information
sources used by patients with cancer, little research has attempted to explain the use of specific information
sources. This study aims to gain insight into which factors motivate patients receiving CT treatment for the
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first time to seek information from different mass-media information sources. This is essential to better
tailor information to the patient's needs, to enable patients to cope with their illness and to ensure high
quality care. We focus on mass-media information sources, because the most common interpersonal
information sources, such as physician and cancer nurse, are routinely used by the majority of patients.
One of the most prominent models in information-seeking behaviour is that designed by Wilson [10]. This
interdisciplinary model describes how people seek and make use of information, the channels they employ
to gain access to information and the factors that inhibit or encourage information use. The model can be
applied to the information-seeking behaviour of patients with cancer and forms the basis of the conceptual
model for this study.
INFORMATION NEEDS
Wilson [10] considers information needs to be the foundation of information-seeking behaviour. An
information need is ‘a recognition that your knowledge is inadequate to satisfy a certain goal that you have’
[11] (p. 5). Patients with cancer are recognised as having specific information needs [4, 12, 13]: cognitive
information needs for factual information and knowledge about the illness and treatment (i.e. information
about treatment, prognosis and rehabilitation); and affective communication and information needs so that
they feel emotionally supported, accepted and reassured, and so that they feel free to discuss their concerns
[10, 13, 14]. These needs lead to information goal setting, or motive, and may ultimately lead patients with
cancer to use different information sources [15]. Subsequently, the uses and gratification theory assumes
that people seek to gratify their complex needs through the use of various media [16].
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
Information-seeking behaviour cannot solely be explained by needs but also by the level of perceived
stress and, consequently, the coping strategies that patients use [10]. Dealing with cancer places great
psychological burdens on patients. Intrusive thoughts are thoughts that return, even though the person
prefers not to think about the topic (at that time) [17]. Being diagnosed with cancer and the prospect of
receiving severe treatments such as CT are distressing and might lead patients to have episodes of intrusive
thinking about their illness, or to avoid thinking about their disease [17, 18].
Coping mechanisms and behavioural means that help to handle emotions or distress, and to manage the
problem that is causing the distress are cognitive [19]. Information-seeking is considered a coping
mechanism [20], although not for all patients [21, 22]. Miller and Mangan [23] use the terms monitoring
and blunting for two counterpart information-based coping styles. Case et al.[9] found that about two-thirds
of patients are monitors and one-third are blunters. Monitors prefer high information input regarding the
stressful event and suffer less psycho-physiological arousal when they receive information, whereas
blunters cope by setting aside their concerns and ignoring stress [20, 24]. Generally, those with a
monitoring style tend to require more information, and those with a blunting style feel better with less
information [21].
Differences in information preferences can partly be explained by the fact that paying attention to
information can cause mental discomfort: Information can be either a risk (the patient losing hope) or a
reward (giving the patient a way of coping by providing the sense of knowing what is to come or what the
options are) [25, 26]. Jenkins et al.[27] found that 87% of the patients with cancer they surveyed wanted all
possible information, both good and bad news, whereas 13% preferred to leave disclosure decisions up to
the doctor. Leydon et al.[26] reported that in particular ‘unsafe’ information was avoided (information that
was either too detailed or could lead to losing hope). Information preferences are considered to affect
information seeking both directly and through information needs [20, 21]. For example, if one prefers not to
get any bad news, certain information searches might violate that and indicate danger. It is generally
accepted that the psychological factors described earlier (cancer-related stress reactions, coping style and
information preferences) affect both information needs and information seeking [20, 21]. To our
knowledge, however, no research has been conducted on how these factors influence the use of specific
information sources. Some sources might be expected to contain more ‘dangerous’ information than others
(although there is disagreement about which these are; e.g. [15, 28]). It is, therefore, proposed that different
psychological factors will explain the use of different sources.
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PERSONAL FACTORS
According to Wilson [10], personal factors such as socio-demographic characteristics might also affect
information-seeking behaviour. Information seeking can be explained by age, gender and education. These
socio-demographic factors are important in explaining information needs and source use [for a discussion,
see [1, 27, 29, 30]].
In addition, some medical factors that are specific to patients with cancer have been confirmed to
influence information-seeking behaviour. Patients with cancer do not just undergo one traumatic event; they
go through different phases of their illness and treatment. Disease phase is considered to influence the
information needs of patients with cancer and their use of information sources [12, 28]. The current
research focuses on patients with cancer who are receiving CT. Chemotherapy can be administered with
either a palliative or a curative treatment goal. Curative treatment aims to cure the disease, whereas
palliative treatment concentrates on reducing the severity of disease symptoms. The latter can be
administered to relieve suffering and to improve quality of life [31]. Both treatment goal and quality of life
are expected to influence the need for information and the sources used [32].
INFORMATION SOURCES
Wilson [10] predicted that the channel through which information is presented and the perceived
credibility of the source affect information-seeking behaviour. We therefore study information-seeking
behaviour as a behaviour expressed through the use of different information sources. A substantial body of
research has investigated how different information sources are used by patients with cancer, including the
mass media information sources that are increasingly being employed to provide information patients with
cancer do not receive from their health care professionals [7, 8]. Several studies have found that patients are
most likely to use health care professionals, medical pamphlets, and family and friends as sources for
cancer information. Newspapers, magazines, television and radio are also significant sources [1, 2, 8, 33,
34, 35]. Studies have reported widely differing results for the use of Internet as a mass-media information
source (i.e. websites) by patients with cancer, with results ranging from 4.0 to 41.5% [1, 2, 8, 33, 34, 35].
The highest percentage (41.5%) was found in a study among women with breast cancer [33]. These
percentages have presumably increased, because the majority of these studies are more than 5 years old,
and Internet use to acquire medical information has increased rapidly during the past decade [36].
The characteristic of information sources that has been investigated most often is their perceived quality or
reliability. Reliability is directly related to the use of the information source. Patients with cancer who did
not use a particular source were found to have significantly lower trust in the source than groups who did
use it [37]. The perceived reliability of the source is thus directly associated with the source a patient uses
to seek information.
PRESENT RESEARCH
Based on the available research, we have developed a conceptual model for information-source use in
patients with cancer new to CT; this model will be tested here (Figure 1). The objective of this study is to
find out which information sources patients receiving CT for the first time use, and to examine which
factors explain the use of the most frequently used mass-media sources.
[FIGURE 1]
METHOD
Procedure
Students of the University of Amsterdam were instructed to identify, in collaboration with a contact nurse,
the 60 most recent oncology patients to start CT for the first time at each of the 10 different hospitals in the
Netherlands. Patients were included if they were 18 years or older and were able to read Dutch. The
questionnaire was sent to the addresses in the hospitals' medical files. The study was part of a larger
research project on communication by the hospital preceding CT [38]. The study was approved by the
Medical Ethical Committee of the University Medical Centre Utrecht, and local feasibility statements from
all participating hospitals were received.
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In the Netherlands, patient education at the beginning of CT is generally provided by specialized oncology
nurses. During a consultation of approximately 1 h, the patient is provided with information about the
treatment, side effects and how to deal with these side effects. To explain issues concerning CT treatment, a
booklet ‘Chemotherapy Treatment Guide (CT treatment guide)’ is often used during these consultations.
This booklet contains an overview of the most important treatment issues and is given to patients after (or
sometimes before) the consultation. The consultation usually takes place between 2 weeks to 1 day before
the first CT treatment [39]. In this study, all participants attended this consultation, and the consultation was
marked as the ‘start of CT’.
MEASURES
Background variables
Socio-demographic and medical background variables were obtained using a self-administered
questionnaire containing items on age, gender, education and the goal of CT. Education was divided in
three categories: low (primary education, lower vocational education), middle (senior secondary vocational
education, university preparatory vocational education) and high (higher vocational education and
university). Additionally, medical information (e.g. diagnosis, goal of CT) was obtained from hospital
records.
Quality of life
To assess quality of life, the subscale ‘Quality of life’ of the EORTC QLQ-C30 was used [40]. The scale
consists of two items measuring general health experience and quality of life, rated on a seven-point Likert
scale (1 = very bad to 7 = excellent). Internal consistency was satisfactory (r = 0.828, p < 0.001).
Unfulfilled information needs
Unfulfilled information needs at the start of CT were measured using the QUOTEchemo performance
questionnaire. The QUOTEchemo performance questionnaire consists of 67 items asking patients whether
they would have wanted the cancer nurse to pay more attention to specific information and communication
themes at the beginning of CT, measured on dichotomous response categories (‘yes’, ‘no’). Unfulfilled
information need scales were calculated for three cancer-specific dimensions, namely treatment-related
information (20 items, α = 0.92), prognosis information (three items, α = 0.68), and rehabilitation
information (11 items, α = 0.87) and four general dimensions, namely coping information (seven items, α =
0.79), interpersonal communication (six items; α = 0.88), tailored communication (10 items, α = 0.85), and
affective communication (10 items, α = 0.89). Psychometric properties were satisfactory to good. The
development of the QUOTEchemo questionnaire has been extensively described [13].
Cancer-related stress reactions
The Dutch version of the Impact of Events Scale [41, 42], measuring a subscale of intrusion (seven items,
α = 0.85) and a subscale of avoidance of cancer-related stressful thoughts (eight items, α = 0.79), was
administered. Participants rated the frequency of intrusive and avoidance cognitions on a four-point Likert
scale (0 = ‘not at all’, 1 = ‘rarely’, 3 = ‘sometimes’, 5 = ‘often’). Total intrusion and avoidance scores were
rated (range 0–35 and 0–40, respectively) in the context of the stressful experience of being treated for
cancer.
Coping style
A three item five-point Likert scale questionnaire was used to measure monitoring coping style. This
questionnaire was derived from the Threatening Medical Situation Inventory [43, 44]. Statements about
patients monitoring intentions to: (1) respond to the situation by reading about cancer; (2) going as deeply
as possible into information on treatment; and (2) getting information from the medical specialist before
CT, could be rated from 1 (not at all applicable to me) to 5 (strongly applicable to me). Total monitoring
scores were calculated as the total scores on the items (range 3–15, Cronbach’s α = 0.78).
Information preference
The questionnaire assessed information preference by using an adapted item of the Information
Satisfaction Questionnaire [45], measuring whether patients: (1) wanted as much information as possible,
both positive and negative; (2) wanted as much information possible, both positive and negative, but bit by
bit; (3) did not want too much information; or (4) only wanted positive information. The scores had a
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skewed distribution (5% did not need much information, and 10% only wanted positive information). To
resolve this, the items were recoded with (1) and (2) combined into ‘wants as much information as possible’
and (3) and (4) into ‘does not want as much information as possible’.
Information source use and reliability
Based on literature search, nine interpersonal and seven mass media sources were chosen [1, 34].
Interpersonal sources were the cancer specialist, oncology nurse, general practitioner, practitioner of
alternative medicine, second opinion specialist, pharmacist, family/friends, patient association and other
patients. Mass media sources were the CT treatment guide, other brochures, magazines, newspapers, books,
Internet and TV/radio. Respondents were asked to rate how often they used the 16 different information
sources for information about CT on a five-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (did not use) to 5 (used
often). To display percentages of use, the categories little and sometimes (2 and 3) were combined to form
‘≤ sometimes’, regularly and often (4 and 5) were taken together to form ‘≥ regularly’ and never (1) was
left to represent never. Respondents were asked to rate the reliability of the information sources according
to how useful and responsible the patients found their information about CT. Source reliability was
measured on a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (very unreliable) to 5 (very reliable).
DATA ANALYSIS
Missing values on items that were part of the unfulfilled information needs scales were replaced according
to the ‘mean value of valid sub-test principle’: the mean of the completed items within the subscale for a
particular participant was substituted when more than 25% were completed [46].
Separate linear regression analyses were conducted with the mass-media information sources that more
than 25% of the patients used regularly or often by as dependent variables. The following four sets of
independent variables were entered as separate blocks: (1) background characteristics; (2) psychological
factors; (3) information needs; and (4) source reliability.
All analyses were performed using SPSS 17.0 (IBM Corporation, Somers, NY, USA). Significance levels
were set at α = 0.05.
RESULTS
Response
Initially, 606 patients were selected. However, nine of these patients had already participated in a parallel
study and were therefore excluded. Of the remaining 597patients, nine had passed away, three had moved
to an unknown address and three said they had not received CT. This meant that we contacted 582 subjects,
of whom 345 (59.3%) returned the questionnaire. A non-response analyses revealed there was no difference
in gender (χ2(1) < 0.001, p = 0.988), age (t(579) = 0.362, p = 0.717) and diagnosis (χ2(7) = 5.034, p=
0.656) between patients who responded and patients who did not respond.
Participants
Table 1 presents background information about the respondents. Educational level was divided into lower,
middle and higher. Almost half the respondents had a lower educational level (47.2%), more than twothirds of the respondents was female (67.0%), and the treatment intent was curative for almost threequarters of the respondents according to hospital records (74.8%).
[TABLE 1]
Use of sources
The use of the nine interpersonal sources and seven mass media sources were surveyed. Figures2 and 3
display the use of these sources in percentages. Interpersonal information sources, including cancer
specialists, oncology nurses, family and friends were used regularly or often by more than 25% of patients
(ranging from 30.1 to 63.2%). For mass media information sources, the CT treatment guide, brochures and
the Internet were used regularly or often by more than 25% of patients (ranging from 27.6 to 45.3%). These
three mass media information sources were used as dependent variables in the analysis, as explained in the
previous section.
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[FIGURE 1 AND FIGURE 2]
Explaining source use
Multivariate regression analyses were used to test the association of the background characteristics,
psychological factors, unfulfilled information needs and source reliability with information source use.
Table 2 shows the coefficients and their significance levels. Perceived source reliability is associated with
information source use: Higher perceived reliability of a source is associated with higher use of that source.
Using Internet is negatively related with age and positively related to a middle and high educational level
and monitoring, which indicates that people who are younger, higher educated and have a higher need for
information-seeking are more likely to use Internet. Use of the CT treatment guide is negatively related to
unfulfilled interpersonal communication needs and positively related to a curative treatment goal and
unfulfilled information needs related to the treatment and prognosis. This indicates that higher educated
patients, patients receiving curative CT and patients who are dissatisfied with the provision of information
about treatment and prognosis during the consultation are more likely to use the CT treatment guide as an
additional information source, whereas patients who are dissatisfied with the provision of interpersonal
communication are less likely to use it. Using brochures is negatively associated with avoidance and
positively associated with intrusion and monitoring. This indicates that patients who have avoidant styles
are less likely to use brochures, whereas patients who suffer from intrusive thoughts and have a monitoring
coping style are more likely to use them.
[TABLE 2]
DISCUSSION
This study provides further evidence that patients do not rely exclusively on their health care providers for
information. Mass-media information sources such as Internet (27.6%), the CT treatment guide (45.8%)
and additional brochures (30.1%) are used regularly or often by between a quarter and almost half of the
patients. These numbers demonstrate the importance of understanding which factors explain mass media
information source use among patients with cancer.
One of the clearest associations with the use of an information source is its perceived reliability. An
increase in source reliability concurs with large increases in the use of that source. This is true for all
researched sources. Previous research among patients with cancer has also found a relationship between
source use and trust in that source [37]. Especially with Internet use, reliability has been identified as a
problem. Many studies have reported that information about cancer is often of poor quality, and patients
lack the tools to evaluate information quality [47, 48]. This might account for the low trust in the reliability
of websites [49]\. Internet sites, compared with the CT treatment guide and brochures, are much more open
to poor quality information, and it is especially difficult to assess the source of the information on the
Internet [47, 50]. However, other research has found that when asked to list their favourite health
information websites, women with breast cancer listed mostly websites from objectively reliable sources
[51]. An advantage of the Internet is the opportunity to easily tailor information to the patient's specific
needs and situation. Web-based tailored information is not only increasingly being used in health care,
especially for health education, but also for patient information [52, 53]. Tailored websites are perceived by
patients as more reliable than regular websites [49] and have the potential to transform the patient–
physician relationship from that of physician authority dictating advice and treatment to that of informed
decision making between patient and physician [54]. Tailored or personally relevant information has been
found to be processed more deeply and is therefore likely to improve comprehension and recall of
information [55]. This might ultimately contribute positively to treatment compliance, patient satisfaction,
health and well-being [56]. Based on our findings, we cannot make any conclusions about what the best
source of information is for CT patients. However, our findings show that the information source used was
clearly associated with perceived reliability. An obvious recommendation would be for a health provider to
provide the patient with (a list of) reliable Internet websites and brochures.
The patients surveyed in this study were informed about CT through a meeting with the cancer nurse.
Unfulfilled information needs after this meeting can explain the use of the CT treatment guide. In the
meeting, patients were given information, which referred to the treatment guide. If the need for information
about the treatment and prognosis was not met, patients used the treatment guide to fulfil these unmet needs
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afterwards. We can conclude that unmet information needs seem to lead to information seeking from a
related, additional information source. On the other hand, patients who experienced a lack of interpersonal
communication from the cancer nurse used the treatment guide less often. The treatment guide provides
practical and CT-specific information, and presumably does not satisfy the need for interpersonal
communication as well as interpersonal information sources could.
Being diagnosed with cancer and the prospect of getting treatments such as CT are distressing situations
and might lead to episodes of intrusive thinking about the illness and avoiding thinking about the disease
[17, 18]. The effect of these stress reactions on information seeking has, to our knowledge, not been studied
yet. In this study, intrusive thoughts and avoidance are associated with the use of brochures. More intrusive
thoughts were associated with more use of the brochure, whereas more avoidance was associated with less
use. The direction of the results seems straightforward. When a patient suffers from intrusive thoughts,
many questions may come up, leading to more information seeking. A patient who avoids thinking about
his or her situation as a response to the stress will prefer not to be confronted with the topic, so he or she
will not use information seeking as a way of coping. The question that remains is why the use of brochures
is explained by cancer-related stress responses, but not Internet use. This could be because brochures are
often provided by the hospital, together with the CT treatment guide, whereas Internet sites have not
generally been recommended. Internet use therefore requires more pro-active behaviour on the part of
patients. However, this might change rapidly as more and more hospitals develop their own personalized
websites for patients. In order to better understand health information seeking on the Internet, this
relationship should be further investigated.
Coping style affects the information seeking of patients with cancer, both in the case of brochures and the
Internet. Patients with a monitoring coping style prefer a high information input and suffer less psychophysiological arousal when they receive information [20, 24]. Brochures and the Internet could provide
monitors the desired level of information, which can enable them to manage the problem that is causing the
distress [19], in this case cancer and CT. No significant relation was found for the treatment guide. This can
be explained by its content, and the fact that the treatment guide was more integrated in healthcare than the
other mass-media information sources: No predisposition towards information seeking was necessary to
acquire the guide. In addition, the guide's practical nature makes it a vital source for need-to-know
information on CT.
The treatment goal of CT was predicted to be related to information seeking. It was assumed that patients
receiving palliative treatment will generally be less interested in detailed information [31, 32]. In this study,
patients receiving curative CT were indeed more likely to use the treatment guide than patients receiving
palliative treatment. This suggests that patients with more chance of a cure want more concrete information
than those with less chance.
As predicted, level of education does have an effect on information seeking. In the literature, patients with
a higher educational level have been found to seek more information than those with a lower educational
level [12, 37], and higher educated patients seek information from a wider range of sources than lower
educated ones[1, 12]. In particular, the use of the Internet was hypothesized to be influenced by education
[8, 33, 35, 37]. Results do indeed show that patients with a high or middle educational level use the Internet
more often than patients with a lower educational level. Similar results were not found for the treatment
guide and the brochures. One possible explanation could be that the treatment guide and the brochures are
provided by the hospital and are usually recommended by the cancer nurse.
Lastly, it was hypothesised that younger patients would use the Internet more often than older patients [8,
33, 35]. This relation was also confirmed in the present study. This relation is likely to change in the
coming years, because this is most likely a cohort (or generation) effect than an age effect [57].
One of the limitations of this research is the accuracy of the measures of source use and unfulfilled
information needs. Patients were asked to judge retrospectively how often they had used the information
sources, and what information needs had not been fulfilled in the meeting with the cancer nurse. A more
accurate measure would, for instance, have been if they had kept a diary of their source use and information
needs. However, this would have been an intrusion in the patient's life, and might thus have reduced the
number of respondents.
Moreover, although the proportion of explained variance is satisfactory, the proposed model does not
explain all of the variance in use of the information sources. This means that one should still be looking for
alternative variables to explain the use of information sources.
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CONCLUSION
This study has found models to explain the use of mass media information sources by patients with cancer
receiving CT for the first time. We argued that different sources are used by different people: in other
words, that the use of the three different information sources is best explained by other groups of variables.
Each information source seems to attract its own ‘audience’.
The results of this study aid the understanding of the use of mass media by patients with cancer, at a time
when mass media are increasingly being used to provide health information. The specific findings can be
used to further aid patients to use information in coping with cancer and the treatment thereof, for example
by tailoring information to the patient's needs using specific media to address specific patients and their
needs.
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TABLES AN DFIGURES

Figure 1. Conceptual model of information source use by patients with cancer at the beginning of
chemotherapy treatment
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